
Welcome! 
OPEN - freely available or accessible; unrestricted. 
This is the word used to describe the hand of God in Psalm 145:16 (NIV) “You open 
your hand and satisfy the desires of every living thing.” We serve an outrageously open 
handed and generous God, so why do we live such close fisted lives? 

The OPEN Campaign is a challenge to live generously. What would our Churches, 
homes, schools and communities look like if we chose to live life with an open hand. 
Open with the blessings that we've received from God, open to opportunities that He 
puts in our path and open to using our time, talents and treasure for His glory. 

Week 1 Meaning - What does it mean to live an open and generous life? This first 
message in the series brings perspective and dispels some of the myths around what it 
means to live a generous life. It introduces the concept of thoughtful, planned and 
intentional giving, by outlining a biblical basis for systematic benevolence. This message 
challenges congregations to be more thoughtful in how they use and distribute their God 
given resources. 	 	 Key Verses: 1 Corinthians 16:1-2, Mark 12:41-44, Acts 20:35


Week 2 Mindset - How do we understand and relate to the blessings God has given us? 
This second message in the series looks at our mindset around finances. Are we caught 
in a cycle of consumption? Are we owners of our resources or managers of God’s 
blessings? The parable of the rich fool in Luke 12 helps us discover that there is more to 
life than just the accumulation of stuff and challenges our consumeristic, ownership 
mindset. 	 	 	 Key Verses: Matthew 6:31-33, Luke 12:13-20 

Week 3 Method - We’ve heard the what and the why but how do we put it into practice? 
When we understand the truly open handed nature of God we begin to live in a truly open 
handed way. We serve a generous God, who gives in abundance. By understanding His 
character, we model our lives around his example and find freedom in living an open 
handed life.	 	 	 Key Verses: Psalm 145:16, Luke 11:9-13, 2 Corinthians 8:1-15  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